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The IBM Endpoint Manager solution consists of a centrally deployed server and agents
deployed on the customer endpoints. Which of the following best describes the agent
platform support?
 
 
A. Single platform support 
B. Multi-platform support 
C. Windows only 
D. MAC only 
 

Answer: B

 

 

IBM introduced the Access Manager for Mobile appliance in October 2013. Which of the
following is not provided by Access Manager for Mobile?
 
 
A. Mobile access management. 
B. Federated SSO for software as a service (SaaS) targets such as SalesForce. 
C. Mobile identity assurance. 
D. Help in securing mobile application deployment. 
 

Answer: B

 

 

With Federated Identity Manager, which of the following customer scenarios are able to be
addressed?
 
 
A. The provisioning of identities to more than one domain or company. 
B. Strict management of privileged users' identities to absolutely ensure there is no
unauthorized sharing of their identities. 
C. Cross-domain single sign-on, whether the requester is an external user or an internal
employee. 
D. Strong authentication requirements for any configuration. 
 

Answer: C
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In addition to vulnerability research and malware analysis, IBM Security X-Force Research
and Development performs which of the following tasks?
 
 
A. Prosecution of cybercriminals 
B. Content analysis of web pages and images 
C. Development of exploit kits for sale on the black market 
D. Development of anti-virus updates for Trend Micro 
 

Answer: B
Reference:
http://www.ncc.co.uk/download.php?4778366e714c5670554d737030676d692b735743427
555326d6d536265526d67587853664232336c46515538654a634259315538683534337a3
5524f2f48425946513051524e706457656134527757534e2f46573955666d702f614849616
e4f5356535a384e564c47322b714a66326670315262 
 
 
 

 

 

In a potential Access Manager for Web sale, the client is a large customer and has large
numbers of applications and servers involved in their SSO/Web authorization plans. Oracle
Access Manager (OAM) is the main competitor. What might you emphasize as you try to
move the customer in your direction?
 
 
A. Access Manager for Web scales well, and is much easier to manage, given a relatively
small number of Access Manager for Web servers involved, versus many OAM plug-ins to
manage And the appliance version of Access Manager for Web provides faster time to
value (TTV). 
B. Access Manager scales well and can do software distribution to any and all clients
involved in the scope of the SSO engagement. 
C. Access Manager both scales well and performs well. 
D. Access Manager is on a par with OAM from a scalability point of view, but it has a wider
number of applications that it supports out of the box. 
 

Answer: A
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